Introduction

Fish bone is one of the most commonly swallowed foreign bodies. However, a fish bone is a relative uncommon material for impaction in the laryngotracheal airway in a healthy adult due to the protective mechanism of the airways comprising the epiglottis and arytenoids and the cough reflex. The symptoms of pharyngo-esophageal foreign bodies include dysphagia, foreign body sensation, and neck pain. In contrast, laryngotracheal foreign bodies present with airway related symptoms such as cough, wheeze, stridor, aphonla, or respiratory distress. These symptoms, although helpful in diagnosing a foreign body, are alarming to the doctor.

Laryngeal foreign body can be a life-threatening emergency. Respiratory distress, aphonla, and cyanosis may occur in quick succession. However, in case of a non-obstructive laryngeal foreign body, symptoms can be indolent, but the hazardous foreign body can nevertheless put the patient in danger. To prevent life-threatening consequences, early detection based on symptoms is imperative. This case, which presented with usual symptoms of anterior neck pain and throat discomfort without respiratory symptoms and an unusual site of laryngeal foreign body, finally turned out to be an impacted fish bone in the subglottis.
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Laryngeal foreign body impaction can be life threatening. However, with some non-obstructive laryngeal foreign bodies, symptoms can be indolent. Nevertheless, such indolent foreign bodies finally cause erosion or obstruction, which can lead to pneumonia, atelectasis, or abscess. Thus, suspicion of a foreign body should be followed by prompt removal of the same in the initial evaluation itself for preventing complications. However, if the patient presents with only non-respiratory symptoms, a laryngeal foreign body can be overlooked and misdiagnosed, which may finally result in a catastrophic event.

In this case report, we present an unusual case of laryngeal foreign body. A patient with anterior neck pain and throat discomfort without respiratory symptoms was misdiagnosed to have a pharyngeal foreign body. However, it was eventually diagnosed as a subglottic fish bone impaction.
A healthy 55-year-old woman with no underlying disease presented with throat pain and foreign body sensation in the neck without any difficulty in breathing. She had been in pain for 3 days following the consumption of fish. Upon evaluation using a flexible laryngoscope, no foreign body was detected. After a week, she revisited our clinic because of throat pain, but had no difficulty in breathing. Another flexible endoscopic examination was performed. Upon examination, a fish bone was observed within the rima glottis (Fig. 1, Video 1). In addition, we performed the cervical plain film lateral view and the neck computed tomography (CT) to distinguish the exact location, structure, and other lesions. We could not identify any abnormal findings in the cervical plain film, but we could identify the foreign body located in the subglottis in the neck CT. Emergency surgery was performed under general anesthesia. Oxygen saturation was maintained through mask bagging because of the inability to perform intubation. When oxygen saturation was sufficiently elevated, while mask bagging was stopped, the fish bone was removed by direct laryngoscopy (Fig. 2). One week after removal, the subglottic tissue had completely healed (Fig. 3).

Discussion

Foreign body aspiration usually occurs in children less than 3 years of age with a peak between the first and second birthdays. They tend to put the foreign object into their mouth and continue to talk, laugh, and run while chewing it. In adults, the most commonly ingested foreign body is a fish bone and the locations for fish bones discovered are known to occur mainly in the palatine tonsils, base of the tongue, valleculae, and the pyriform sinus. A foreign body in the airways is uncommon due to airway protection mechanisms. However, once it does happen, it can be a life-threatening emergency.

Respiratory symptoms are helpful in the early diagnosis of laryngeal foreign bodies. Foreign bodies in the larynx usually cause dysphagia, dyspnea, cough, wheeze, stridor, or acute respiratory obstruction. However, some foreign bodies that do not cause obstruction can lead to indolent symptoms. If the correct diagnosis is not made at the initial evaluation, re-
flexes become relaxed, leading to less pronounced symptoms; this condition may be misdiagnosed as some other condition, such as asthma.\textsuperscript{6,7} However, the complications of such misdiagnosed retained foreign bodies would manifest as erosion or obstruction leading to pneumonia, atelectasis, or abscess.\textsuperscript{2}

If fish bone lodge in the oropharynx, it can be confirmed relatively easily using pharyngeal mirrors or flexible nasopharyngoscopy. When impaction occurs in less common areas, such as at the cricopharyngeus or cervical oesophagus, radiological examinations may be helpful in diagnosis.\textsuperscript{9} Cervical plain film is a relatively simple method used for evaluation of impacted foreign body, but it has poor sensitivity when the foreign body is fish bone or food. CT is a useful diagnostic method with high sensitivity and specificity. Therefore, it can be performed when the location of the foreign body is unknown or there is accompanying complication. Endoscopic examination, such as esophagoscopy and bronchoscopy, is a good method to perform treatment at the same time as diagnosis. However, if the impaction is prolonged, it may be difficult to identify foreign body due to inflammation of the surrounding tissue.\textsuperscript{5,10}

Insufflation catheter, bronchoscope, telescope-guided foreign body grasper, or direct laryngoscopy can be used for foreign body removal according to the type and site of the foreign body. Among foreign bodies, sharp objects such as fish bones are extremely challenging to remove.\textsuperscript{11,12} They can damage the impacted mucosa and can be bent or broken. Hence, the operator, after placing an endoscope into the airway, disengages the sharp end of the foreign object from the mucosa, moves it distally, and then removes it using foreign body forceps.\textsuperscript{11}

In this case, the patient presented with throat pain and foreign body sensation in the neck without respiratory symptoms. Foreign body sensation and throat pain are unusual symptoms for a laryngeal foreign body. These are the symptoms of a pharyngeal foreign body lodged in the neck. At the initial examination, we suspected a pharyngeal foreign body rather than laryngeal foreign body as we had missed the subglottic fish bone. However, during the second flexible laryngoscopy, which was performed within a week, we detected the foreign body in the rima glottis.

We rechecked the pictures obtained with the initial examination, which revealed that the vocal cords were almost adducted during inspiration. Considering that the recurrent laryngeal nerve provides both subglottic mucosa sensory innervation and the vocal cord adductor motor innervation,\textsuperscript{13} noxious stimulation produced by the subglottic fish bone may cause vocal cord closure at the early phase of fish bone impaction. Thus, the examiner missed the subglottic fish bone.

In this case, the patient presented with unusual symptoms of a laryngeal foreign body. Considering the possibility of a life-threatening event because of foreign body impaction, routine examination of the subglottic area via flexible laryngoscopy or bronchoscopy is recommended even when patients do not have respiratory symptoms and complain only of ambiguous symptoms, especially in patients with a possible history of laryngeal foreign body.

**Supplementary Video 1.** A flexible laryngoscopic examination of a subglottic fish bone. A foreign object was observed in subglottis.
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